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An enlightened
approach to distribution
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Collaborative distribution can show you the path
to lower supply chain costs and carbon emissions.

BUDDHISTS BELIEVE WE HAVE A “THIRD EYE” that, when

opened, allows for insights that lead to a higher consciousness.
A third eye sees not only what is in the physical world but also
the context and wider significance of ideas and events, giving
a deeper understanding that leads to enlightenment. I think
it’s time for all of us to open a “third eye” in our supply chain
consciousness. We need to get a clearer perspective on our
place within the wider logistics world and use that perception
to build and operate an intelligently shared delivery network—one that is based on collaborative distribution.
In a collaborative distribution environment, consumer
packaged goods (CPG) manufacturers share warehouse and
trailer capacity for products destined for the same retail distribution centers (DCs). This wise approach eliminates redundant warehousing space and delivery runs by creating a hyperefficient, shared infrastructure for product distribution.
Collaborative distribution is not an idealist’s dream.
There are solid, practical reasons to adopt this approach.
First and foremost is the fact that creating this shared infrastructure can reduce supply chain costs by up to 35 percent.
Additionally, collaborative distribution offers a “greener”
operating method that will strongly appeal to customers.
To understand why collaborative distribution makes such
good sense, just take a look at the current U.S. model for CPG
product distribution. It’s riddled with inefficiency and redundancy. Industry analysts tell us that trucks are running empty
20 to 25 percent of the time. That’s a terrible waste, especially when you consider that transportation accounts for 29 percent of U.S. carbon output and a whopping 70 percent of
petroleum usage.
The reason for this shocking inefficiency is that each manufacturer treats each delivery to each customer as a separate shipment that exists in its own, unique universe. Because of that,
two trucks can end up driving side by side on the highway, halffull of the same class of consumer products that are coming from
the same area and going to the same destination. It’s comparable to taking an expensive limousine to the airport, only to find
that six of your friends were booked on flights leaving the same
afternoon—and you could all have shared a shuttle bus at a
much lower cost.
Because the greatest inefficiency occurs when small and
medium-size CPG manufacturers plan and make their less-

than-truckload (LTL) shipments, perhaps the most dramatic
change could come in that sector. But everyone needs to participate. We have a broken system, and it’s up to us—manufacturers, retailers, and third-party logistics service providers
(3PLs) together—to mend it.

Savings in the real world
I want to make clear that “collaborative distribution” is not simply about freight consolidation. A collaborative distribution
model is something more revolutionary. It requires the active
participation of manufacturers, retailers, and 3PLs, and it entails
a significant shift in practice for all of the parties involved.
Manufacturers—even competitors—must agree to co-locate
inventories. Retailers’ buying groups must consolidate orders for
different commodities. Third-party logistics companies must be
matchmakers and facilitators, providing the processes, systems,
and new pricing strategies to encourage a shared distribution
infrastructure.
When this happens, the new model could yield as much as
a 35-percent reduction in product distribution costs that
comes from:
▪ Reduced warehousing and inventory carrying costs as multiple inventory points are consolidated to one regional collaborative distribution center, where storage and labor costs are
shared by participating companies.
▪ Reduced LTL costs as orders for multiple manufacturers are
consolidated and converted to truckload shipments.
▪ Reduced empty miles as retailers leverage their own fleets’
backhauls to pick up products at the collaborative DC after
store deliveries.
▪ Reduced chargeback fines as replenishment orders are delivered on an established schedule agreed with the retailer.
Those are actual savings, documented by CPG companies
that are already using collaborative distribution. But discovering them requires an enlightened logistics manager,
someone with an open “third eye” who sees his or her distribution chain as one of many that could be intertwined.
Here’s an example of collaborative distribution from the real
world. A few years ago, my company recognized that we were
providing storage and delivery services for three medium-sized
candy manufacturers that were all supplying the same customer, a company that services candy racks at retail stores.
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Separate trucks were leaving our warehouse and carrying the
three suppliers’ orders to exactly the same DCs. So we
approached each of the suppliers and suggested that they work
together. Not only did they agree to consolidate loads, they also
jointly approached their shared customer and offered to reduce
lead times if it would commit to a synchronized order cycle.
Now, the candy manufacturers receive orders from that customer in a single, synchronized form. The manufacturers deliver those orders in consolidated (and therefore cheaper) truckloads, and the lead time has been shortened by 20 percent.
Another example: Another of my company’s customers, a
manufacturer that produces different lines of food products,
realized that it was receiving separate orders for different
product lines from a large retailer. The
retailer had separate buyers for cheese,
crackers, cereals, and so on, and this resulted in multiple, less-than-truckload deliveries from the manufacturer’s DC to the
retailer’s DC.
To persuade the buyers to talk to each
other and consolidate their orders into one
big order, the manufacturer offered the
retailer an incentive: a 50-cent-per-case discount. When the retailer agreed, it saved
money on goods, the manufacturer cut its
freight costs, and there were fewer, fuller trucks on the road—
a genuine “win-win” situation, where everyone benefited.
How do we make this kind of shift in thinking and practices
happen on a large scale? As is true of most spiritual journeys,
some basic beliefs will need to be challenged. Everyone will
have to accept change.

Challenge your beliefs
If manufacturers extend their thinking beyond their own individual lines of supply to their customers, they can quickly identify where they are replicating distribution efforts. Naturally,
this can be challenging, as they will have to accept that their
goods may be stored and transported right next to products
from rival manufacturers. This is a concern for many manufacturers, but perhaps it should not be. After all, their brands compete when they reach the retail shelves, not in the back of a
truck or in a warehouse storage bin.
Retailers, too, will need to begin thinking more carefully
about how the goods they stock actually get delivered.
Suppose mustard, ketchup, and pickles, all ordered separately,
arrive at the retailer’s DC on different days of the week. What
if they all arrived together on the same truck, on the same day?
It would cost less money, generate less carbon, and make
receiving operations much more efficient for the retailer. It
would also give the retailer a greater measure of predictability
and a better opportunity for visibility—one delivery is far easier to manage and track than several.
Before that scenario can be achieved, however, there are a
couple of barriers to overcome. The first is the retailers’ typical lack of attention to transportation. Traditionally, retailers’

merchandising arms have not cared much about how goods
arrive, as long as they arrive on time. That’s because the manufacturers pay the freight bill and therefore gain from any savings in freight charges, while the retailers receive no measurable financial benefit. As a result, retailers have little incentive
to make changes affecting freight transportation. Under a collaborative distribution system, however, there are many opportunities to give the retailers their share of the savings.
Another barrier is the difficulty of getting the “front door” side
of the retailers’ operations—the people who order the goods and
focus largely on product cost—to recognize the benefits the company will accrue at the “back door” in receiving. The cost and
efficiency benefits are clear, though. If, for instance, the merchandising people order for the entire breakfast cereal aisle in such a way that the items
can be shipped as a single load from a shared
distribution center, then the retailer’s DC will
receive the same volume of goods in fewer
shipments. In the new model, moreover, the
retailer’s logistics team can request that the
3PL build pallets to the retailer’s specified
dimensions and even pack the order in a
sequence that makes it more efficient to
unload product and stock store shelves.

Third parties guide the way
You’ll see a pattern emerging here in these concrete examples of
how collaborative distribution works in a practical sense.
Relationships really come to the fore. For this to be successful,
manufacturers and retailers have to negotiate in good faith as
entities that are equally invested in an improved outcome. Trust
is crucial, and so is the give-and-take of offering incentives for
change on both sides. This is where transport providers, especially 3PLs, come into the picture. They have the opportunity
to grow into a new role as a kind of matchmaker for CPG manufacturers and their customers. They are the natural choice to
play such a role: On the one hand, 3PLs can provide the neutral ground for collaboration among manufacturers whose distribution operations could usefully be combined. On the other,
they can entice their retailer customers to order from those suppliers on a more synchronized schedule.
Implementing this new model requires a significant change
in a 3PL’s pricing approach. Savings from collaborative distribution comes from shared storage space, pooled shipments,
increased use of backhauls, and other efficiencies. The third
parties will need to determine an equitable way to allocate
costs and share those savings, and they will also need to clearly identify and quantify those savings beforehand. Sharing
hard numbers on the expected savings and calculating the
anticipated reduction in carbon footprint will make collaborative distribution much more attractive to retailers and manufacturers that want to be visibly responsive to the consumer’s
demand for a greener, more sustainable product.
In a collaborative distribution environment, the 3PL must
also look beyond its own walls to create efficiencies for the
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entire system. For instance, it could ship outbound loads using
a retailer’s own backhaul capacity. The retailer could get a
backhaul rebate from the 3PL if the retailer was willing to make
a slight detour on the way back from a store delivery to pick up
loads from the 3PL’s facility and deliver them to the retailer’s
own DC. These rebates could run between US $500 and US
$750 per truckload, which means that the retailer has the
option of using its own fleet for the backhaul or paying a lower
amount to a for-hire motor carrier and making a little money
on the move.
Another important role for 3PLs is to act as arbiters and
implementers of the most appropriate and useful technology.
In fact, technology is a key enabler of collaboration, because
collaborative distribution requires analyzing complex relationships, ordering the related data into useful, actionable plans,
and distributing them quickly to all interested parties.
Software can often identify opportunities for collaboration
from huge volumes of data that would be overwhelming for a
human to analyze.

Turn vision into reality
Although it may sound as if manufacturers and retailers are
not working closely together, the fact is that they are already
collaborating all the time—on promotional programs, sales
incentives, and new product introductions. It seems natural
that this collaboration should extend from marketing and sales
into the supply chain.
Imagine a future in which collaboration was a key component of the whole supply chain. A retailer would combine
orders from multiple buying groups, and then send those to the
CPG manufacturers. Those multiple orders would be relayed
electronically to a collaborative DC operated by an “enlightened” 3PL, which would then intelligently pick orders from
inventory belonging to multiple manufacturers of similar commodities, including competitors. The orders would be staged
for smart, consolidated delivery, with pallets built to the retail-

er’s specifications. The retailer would then pick up its own
order as a backhaul using a truck that has made a store delivery nearby. The delivery then arrives at the retailer’s dock
(tracked all the way through a logistics management system)
and is unloaded by workers who know exactly where it is
going. Finally, the 3PL calculates the total space and shipping
charges for each participant in this efficient, collaborative
operation, and bills each manufacturer based on the percentage of the total volume their products represent.
Take note of this vision, because it is the future. Moving to
a collaborative model in which thousands of separate supply
chains begin to intertwine in a shared, intelligent, greener
delivery network makes so much sense that it is a great deal
more than a vision. It is an inevitability.
However, I need to emphasize that the journey to a more
enlightened supply chain starts within the four walls of the
company. Inefficiencies, and therefore opportunities to collaborate, often originate internally. Just as each company needs to
change its self-image from that of a stand-alone entity to part
of a community of companies with shared goals (as well as competing ones, of course), so must the various groups inside a
company need to change their “silo” way of thinking and think
in terms of the greater good.
The difficult journey to a truly collaborative supply chain
begins by realizing that any distribution network, even the
largest one in the world, is simply one of many. It’s time we all
started looking more consciously beyond our own separate
organizations to a wider universe of collaboration. I believe it is
possible to attain an enlightened, ideal operational state—“supply chain nirvana,” if you will. But it can’t happen without
mutual support and cooperation among all involved. r
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